
ESSENTIALLY BETTER

NEW:  
Expansion  
of the Aparto  
family

Bedside cabinets 
Home comfort and support to go with every bed
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The bedside cabinet is probably the most important piece of furniture in a resident's 
room. It stores personal items and assists with reading and eating. At the same time, it 
caregivers staff to work more safely and efficiently every day.

A perfect bedside cabinet combines useful functions, safety and style. Meeting these high 
specifications is a matter of course for all bedside cabinets from Stiegelmeyer, which are 
ideally equipped for the demanding routines of everyday care.
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Aparto brevo Aparto

If a larger surface is needed, even without a height-adjustable 
overbed table, all variants can be configured with a rounded top 
surface and slide-out table. 

Model overview

•  Intuitive use
•  Ergonomic and well thought-out design 
•  Homelike, economic and functional
•  Hygienic and easy to clean
•  Useful accessories

The Aparto family offers a comprehensive selection of bedside cabinets with 
various arrangements of doors, drawers and open compartments, to meet  
a wide range of individual requirements. 

Available as a stand-alone bedside cabinet or in combination with a height- 
adjustable overbed table, and as either a standard-height or low-height mod-
el, to meet the requirements of modern care with regard to fall prevention.

To complete the Aparto family, two server versions are available, as well  
as models with an integrated refrigerator. Either with a 20-litre refrigerator 
drawer always in combination with a height adjustable overbed table, or as 
a stand-alone 30-litre refrigerator with a door. The servers can be “parked” 
above any of the stand-alone variants to save space.

Aparto –  
the modular bedside cabinet family

06 Aparto

The modular bedside cabinet  
family
•   Numerous feature variants  

for different requirements
•   Innovative overbed table 

solutions
•   Easy to operate to support 

caregivers

10 Aparto brevo

The low-height bedside  
cabinet for great flexibility
•   Ideal companion for 

floor level beds
•   Full functionality and  

flexibility at low heights
•   Option of height-adjustable 

and slide-out overbed table

14 Aparto server

The ideal companion
•   Also available in 

brevo height
•   Large Aparto-style 

overbed table top, 
with intuitive  
operation

•   Extremely stable and 
easy to clean

20 Lumano

The practical one
•   Homelike bedside 

cabinet with rounded 
top surface

•   Large usable surface 
and an open  
compartment  

•   The slide-out tray 
almost doubles the 
usable surface area

16 Combino

The all-rounder
•   Modern bedside 

cabinet with rounded 
metal corner profiles 
for a homelike  
appearance

•   Various drawer sizes
•   Overbed table attach-

able on either side

17 Estrado

The versatile bedside 
cabinet
•    Storage room in the 

body accessible from 
both sides

•    Large top surface
•    Tilting overbed table

18 Alcamo

The feelgood bedside cabinet
•   Rounded corner profiles  

in wood decor
•  Accessible from both sides
•   Gas strut assisted raising of 

overbed table

19 Conturo

The sturdy bedside cabinet
•  Accessible from both sides
•   360° castors facilitate  

manoeuvring
•   Optional refrigerator

21 Pleto

The stylish helper
•   Tabletop in  

2 variants: one-piece 
non-tilt, or split with 
adjustable tilt

•   Large height  
adjustment range

•   Steady C frame  
design to fit under 
beds

22 Quado

The mobile helper
•   Space-saving bedside 

cabinet with ample 
storage

•   Optimal hygiene  
properties

•   Easy manoeuvrability

Every cabinet body variant with side edges,  
regardless of its customised arrangement, can also be  
combined with the innovative overbed table.
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Aparto – bedside cabinets redefined
Quick and reliable  

hygiene
thanks to effortless  
removal of the tabletops

More convenience  
for residents
thanks to useful and easily 
attachable accessories

Promote and maintain  
independence
with the easy-to-operate 
overbed table

Less strain on carers 
thanks to large castors  
and gasspring assisted height  
adjustment

More room for nursing care  
with a space-saving and step-
lessly slide-out overbed table

Flexible and future-proof  
with rotatable body for  
use on either side of the bed
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The integrated slide-out tray provides a practical extension  
to the usable cabinet surface, whenever required.

For people who would like to continue to use the proven  
Stiegelmeyer technology, the Aparto can be ordered with  
“Somero adapters”. This enables the fold-away tilting overbed 
table of the Somero model to be attached.

Aparto   
The modular bedside cabinet with numerous options

The configuration options of the Aparto family meet individual re-
quirements. Better visual orientation, easy accessibility and secure 
storage can be combined in one unit. And that’s not all – Aparto 
incorporates design innovations that will convince residents and 

carers alike. The intuitive release and innovative design of  
the overbed table promotes the resident’s independence.  
With its large castors, carers can manoeuvre the bedside cabinet 
effortlessly.

The overbed table in our Aparto range can be slide-out  
horizontally with next to no effort. This has great advantages 
during the working day:

•    One-hand operation makes it easier for carers in hectic 
situations

•    Infinite height adjustment between approx. 80 – 110 cm

•    Many residents can operate the overbed table without any 
help and retain a degree of independence

•    Infinitely extension of the table allows to slide it out just to 
the required degree

•    Reliable hygiene due to easy removal for cleaning

•    Revolving body permits economical use of the table on both 
sides of the bed

ESSENTIALLY BETTER 

The slide-out overbed table 

Ample room for everyday objects: the stable overbed table 
offers a place for meals, books and care utensils.  
Residents and carers have their hands free at all times.

The Aparto, with its smooth-running castors, can be effortlessly 
turned on the spot or moved around the room.

The overbed table can be taken off in seconds, without the 
need for tools, to give it a thorough clean.

The convenience of a hotel: The clip-on multiple socket strip 
provides electricity for smartphones, radios and lamps and is 
easy to remove for cleaning the bedside cabinet.

The Aparto’s large, sturdy tabletops can also be used in  
the daily care routine – for washing bowls or medical devices.

Once retracted, the overbed table is stowed in
a space-saving way.

The Aparto offers ample storage space and a safe surface to put 
things on. Slightly raised sides prevent items from dropping off 
unintentionally.
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Aparto brevo 
The low-height bedside cabinet without compromises

Its height-adjustable overbed table also gives the  
bedside cabinet an ergonomic, back-friendly surface  
for care staff to place things on.

Residents with physical limitations  
can always reach personal belongings  
on the Aparto brevo.

Residents who are particularly prone to falls and depend on an floor level beds experience many restrictions in  
their everyday life. With the low-height Aparto brevo, they can regain a bit of their quality of life.

Low-height bedside cabinets offer improved safety and independ-
ence for residents who use low-height or floor level beds. Stored 
items are easier to reach and recognise. 

With its Aparto brevo, the Aparto range also offers a variant with an 
innovative, easy-to-use overbed table – a unique selling point.

Even with floor level beds, the height-adjustable overbed table 
offers a convenient surface to store items. 

The smooth-running drawers provide safe and secure storage.

With its rounded top surface and its integrated slide-out tray, 
the Aparto brevo provides cosy convenience and comfort  
at a low height.

Its great flexibility allows for particularly economical use  
of the Aparto brevo:

•    Usable at any height with its height-adjustable overbed  
table from about 61 to 81 cm

•    Ideal companion for floor level, low-height and  
standard care beds

•    Back-friendly work and storage surface for caregivers

•    Its rotating body and easy manoeuvrability ensure its  
usability in different positions in the room

ESSENTIALLY BETTER 

Smart at any height 
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Adaptable:  
The Aparto product range offers rotatable cabinet body

Step 3: Position the cabinet body as required and engage the 
cabinet body lock.

Step 2: Gently push the cabinet body to the left and forwards 
following the slotted guide, and rotate it.

The cabinet is rotated in three easy steps.  
Step 1: Release the cabinet body lock by pulling it upwards.

Enjoy the new flexibility that comes with our Aparto bedside cabinets: Because its body can be rotated,  
without using tools, each Aparto can be used anywhere – even, for example, if a resident’s health  
calls for a medically indicated alteration. This lets all care units work economically and benefit from 
great planning certainty.  

Division of  
cabinet body 1 2 3
A
Drawer,  
open compartment,  
door

Model A1 Model A2 Model A3

B
Drawer,  
open compartment,  
large drawer

Model B1 Model B2 Model B3

C
Drawer,  
drawer,  
large drawer

Model C1 Model C2 Model C3

D
Open compartment,  
drawer,  
door

Model D1 Model D2 Model D3

E
Open compartment,  
drawer,  
large drawer

Model E1 Model E2 Model E3

All stand-alone variants are also available with the Somero adapter

F
brevo

Model F1 Model F2 Model F3

Aparto with integrated refrigerator

G
Refrigerator

Model G1                                      Model G2

Generous 30-litre  
refrigerator with door 
hinges on the right or 
left. Suitable for  
0.75-litre beverage  
bottles, for example.

With side edges With rounded tabletop and  
slide-out tray

With integrated, height- 
adjustable overbed table

20-litre refrigerator 
drawer included –  
the resident has easy 
access from above

Top drawer  
also avail-
able with  
access from  
both sides.

New versatility to suit your preferences

Whether you prefer a cosy and compact unit with a rounded top surface and slide-out tray, or a combination that includes the 
innovative overbed table, every variant offers you a perfectly organised cabinet body that is tailored to your needs.

Model variants
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Building blocks for more  
comfortable working and living 
The Aparto family offers advantages for every user in the nursing home

The nursing home manager keeps in mind the well-being of 
everyone at the nursing home. Our Aparto bedside cabinets 
meet these requirements:

•   Easy and intuitive operation
•   Easy to manoeuvre to any place you want
•   With its height-adjustable overbed table,  

the low-height Aparto brevo also supports caregivers

The care service manager has to overcome a number of  
challenges: Staff in the various units have to be motivated  
and their health maintained. Residents and their relatives 
want to feel at home. Our Aparto helps with these tasks:

•   Attractive procurement costs and flexible use
•   Homelike, individual design
•   Easy, thorough cleaning for safe hygiene

Facility management fosters smooth and efficient working in 
the facility. To underpin this aim, beds and bedside cabinets 
should be safe and easy to maintain, to clean and to adapt 
to the requirements in residents’ rooms. The Aparto range 
supports these objectives:

•   Robust and durable construction
•   Tool-free conversion due to rotatable cabinet body
•   Support through first-class Stiegelmeyer service

The room furnishings need to afford a feeling of individuality 
and security. Our Aparto bedside cabinet is an important 
element of this: 

•   Appealing design
•   Secure and easily accessible storage room for important 

personal belongings
•   Easy to operate even for residents with limited abilities

“Good value for money  
with a long life,  
great flexibility and  
optimal hygiene are  
important for me.”

Inga Johansson, 
nursing home manager

“Our ideal bedside cabinet  
is easy to operate and can  
be used everywhere. 
It supports residents  
and carers alike.”

Valerie Nowak, 
care service manager

“The less I need  to use  
a toolbox, the quicker I can  
adapt our equipment to  
suit current requirements.”

Mustafa Bilgin,  
technician

“I find many physical  
activities are hard,  
but I would still like  
to live as autonomously  
as possible.”

Eva Marks,  
resident

Servers of the Aparto range   
Innovative companions

The Aparto family of bedside cabinets has grown to include both the Aparto server and the Aparto brevo server. The brevo low-height 
variant, in particular, is the ideal companion for floor level beds such as our Tereno model. Innovative functions featured by the Aparto 
family, such as the space-saving slide-in overbed table and the uncomplicated cleaning options, are also featured by the servers. 

The mobile server can be wheeled 
over an Aparto bedside cabinet to 
save room when not in use. 

The easy-to-adjust height of the 
Aparto family of servers is ideal for 

taking care of residents in bed.

Aparto brevo server

Aparto server
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Combino  
The all-rounder

Lumano  
The practical one

The overbed table – for flexible use on the Combino

Combino combines service functions of a modern bedside cabinet 
with easy operation. It is characterised by its sturdy stability and 
a timelessly stylish design. The rounded corner profiles give it a 
particularly comfy feeling.

Combino is available with or without an overbed table at the side. 
A compartment or roller-guided drawers in various sizes provide 
the required storage space, and may be selected and arranged as 
needed. There is also the option of a built-in refrigerator at the 
bottom.

The Lumano enhances comfort in the daily care rou-
tine with its particularly large useful surfaces. It has an 
integrated slide-out tray under the top surface which 
almost doubles the available space.

The interior of the Lumano also leaves nothing to be 
desired: The drawers glide on roller slides and are 
therefore particularly smooth-running and quiet.  
A simple release mechanism allows the drawers to be 
easily removed for thorough cleaning.

The practical details of the Combino add up to greater conveni-
ence in every day use. Besides a lockable slide-out table, adapter 
sleeves for a telephone or intercom system are included. A reading 
lamp ensures good orientation at night. The multifunctional rail, 
fitted as standard, offers a place for accessories or can be used as a 
towel holder.

The Lumano is available with an optional fold-down 
overbed table. It has a height-adjustable tabletop that 
can also be tilted. Changing the table column over 
from one side of the bedside cabinet to the other is 
quick and easy – with just one click of the foot pedal 
and no need to use tools. The fifth castor on the over-
bed table makes it resistant to tipping.

The multifunctional rail, 
fitted as standard, provides 
plenty of room for accesso-
ries.

The Combino is available  
with two different configu-
rations. With an open  
compartment in the middle,  
as standard.

Configuration: two drawers at the top 
and one large drawer at the bottom. The table has a foot that allows it to be uncoupled from or 

coupled to the Combino.

The Lumano is available with various decors and handles.

The slide-out tray is handy for  
tablets or laptops.

Lumano with Somero adapter  
and overbed table.

The Combino offers particular comfort with its stable and flexible 
overbed table. This can be easily attached and detached – on 
either side. This means that the Combino can be placed on either 

the left-hand or right-hand side of the care bed and fits in with any 
existing furniture and room layout.
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12Estrado   
The versatile bedside cabinet

The Estrado is a sizeable and comfortable bedside 
cabinet, but comes with an additional space-saving 
design feature: in its retracted state, the overbed table 
is fully integrated into the body of the cabinet. This 
increases the top surface of the Estrado cabinet, as it 

extends across everything and offers a great deal of 
useful space. The drawer, storage compartment and 
cupboard can be used from both sides, which makes 
this cabinet highly flexible in everyday use.

The top surface of the Estrado cabinet is particularly spacious.The tilting overbed table can be used as 
a bookrest. 

Alcamo  
The feelgood bedside cabinet

The Alcamo unites the comfortable versatility of the 
Estrado with a design that incorporates a homelike 
touch: Its tabletop and the corner profiles are rounded 
and create a particularly homelike ambience. The vo-
luminous cupboard, the storage compartment and the 
drawer of the 89cm high bedside cabinet offer ample 

space so that items of everyday use are always within 
easy reach – from both sides. The overbed table on 
the Alcamo can be adjusted infinitely and easily to the 
desired height with the aid of gas strut.

The tabletop and corner profiles of the Alcamo are rounded for a homelike 
appearance. 

The height-adjustable overbed table is easy to tilt.

The Alcamo can be accessed from both sides.The overbed table of the Estrado  
is integrated into the cabinet body  
to save space.
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04Conturo   
The sturdy bedside cabinet

Thanks to its robust design and great flexibility, the Conturo is 
strong enough to easily withstand all the demands of day-to-day 
care. It also offers residents many extra practical advantages:  
All drawers and the storage compartment can be used from both 
sides. If the bedside cabinet needs to be moved from one part 
of the room to another, its 360° castors make light work of any 
manoeuvring. 

The mechanical height adjustment of the overbed table is also 
very robust and easy to operate. If the resident wishes to use the 
overbed table to read at or as a desk, the table can be tilted to 
provide a comfortable angle at which to do so.

The Conturo can also be fitted at your request with a built-in  
refrigerator instead of the cupboard unit – this is ideal for keeping 
refreshments handy on a hot day.

The Conturo’s robust overbed table is easy to adjust  
mechanically.

The overbed table increases the amount of surface 
available.

Pleto   
The stylish companion

No matter whether the resident is lying down, sitting up or stand-
ing up – the Pleto server is always the perfect companion. With its 
wide adjustment range from 69 to 104 cm, it easily adapts to every 
requirement.

The server tabletop is available in two variants: As a one-piece 
horizontal surface it is ideal for meals or for safe storage of items. 
The split variant allows the larger section of the tabletop to be 
tilted for use as a comfortable writing desk.

All this can also be enjoyed while the resident is lying down, as its 
C-shaped frame allows the Pleto server to be positioned right be-
side the bed or table. If the bed is raised by mistake, there is no risk 
of injury as a result: this is because the server is height-adjustable 
even without using the release handle.

Thanks to its excellent manoeuvrability, the Pleto server is extremely versatile  
in everyday care situations.

The Pleto server is available with  
a one-piece horizontal tabletop.

A split tabletop, where the larger section 
can be tilted, is available as an  
alternative.
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Quado   
The mobile companion

The Quado is a server with many comfort characteristics. Its drawer and the 
two roomy compartments can be accessed from both sides and offer generous 
storage space for personal belongings. With its height-adjustable body and the 
fold-down overbed table in light grey, the server is ideal for taking meals in 
bed. Its good manoeuvrability and lightweight construction also make it 
suitable to be used as a trolley to carry medicines or care utensils from room 
to room. Thanks to its large, smooth surfaces, the server is easy to clean and 
has excellent hygiene properties. 

The Quado can be effortlessly adjusted to the desired height, 
between 85 and 115 cm, thanks to its gas spring support.

The overbed table of the Quado folds 
down easily and softly.

The optional additional compartment 
at the side is suitable for storing news-
papers and other personal belongings.

The chassis ensures excellent stability 
and is easy to clean.

NEW

Quado cabinets can be stored in a space-saving 
way by fitting them into each other.

Decors
We have a special selection of colours and patterns available to choose from to allow you to personal-
ise the design of a bedside cabinet to suit your taste and adapt it to fit in with existing furnishings.
We would be pleased to advise you and plan your furniture with you.

184361
Curved arc handle | chrome

186024
Curved arc handle | matt

194259
Bar handle | matt

175984
Bow handle | chrome

194258
Bow handle | matt

306692
Designer bow handle | matt

151279
Bow handle, square | matt metal

Elm Baron Truffle

Lindberg Oak

Nordic Teak

Chalk

Style Oak Cinnamon

MagnoliaBloomed Cherry Planked

Natural Beech Royal Maple

Crenata Beech

Havana Cherry Bella Noce Choco

Handles

NEW
310286
Designer bow handle | structured black
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Accessories
For everyday added comfort and support

A waste bin can be attached 
to the multifunctional rail.  

The holder on the rail can be 
used for bottles and glasses. 

There is plenty of space for 
documents and newspapers 
in the document holder. 

The towel holder on the 
rail can be positioned as 
required. 

An insert is available for the optional lockable 
drawer to organise items.

The USB clip that snaps onto the rail  
of the bedside cabinet provides power for 
personal devices.

Together with the bed, the bedside cabinet is the most important 
piece of furniture in a care room. To provide the most individual 
and flexible solution possible, Stiegelmeyer has a large selection of  
accessories available with many different functions.

A built-in refrigerator is a safe place to store drinks and food on hot 
days. It can be incorporated easily in many models.

The rail along the top surface of the bedside cabinet is made of  
aluminium. It can be used to accommodate a practical towel  
holder or bottle holder. The bottle holder secures bottles and 
glasses in place on the top surface. The cabinet rail can also be 
fitted with a snap-on USB clip with an extension cable for plugging 
it into the electrical socket for quickly charging devices.

A waste bin with a lid and a capacity of around five litres can be 
simply hooked onto the cabinet’s multifunctional rail. The bin is 
made of plastic and easy to clean.

The document holder provides room for newspapers and books. 
The variable drawer inserts help to keep everything in order and 
prevent damage to the drawers. If the resident wants to keep 
personal valuables in the bedside cabinet, a lockable drawer is 
available for greater security.

Solutions for people who care

Our expertise Our values

Experienced

Open-minded

Human

Reliable

Confident

Solution-focused

Our brands

The Stiegelmeyer Group is Germany’s leading manufac-
turer of medical beds for hospitals, nursing homes 
and homecare. With modern bedside cabinets, furniture 
and digital assistance systems, it is also an innovative 
provider of comprehensive solutions. The family-run 
company successfully develops offers for international 
markets in more than 100 countries.

Our strengths:
•   Product development at our Herford headquarters in Germany –

production in four modern factories in Germany and Poland
•   Factory in China for the Chinese market 
•   Subsidiaries and sales partners in many countries 
•   Top-class service with reliable spare parts supply 
•   Training and process optimisation for our customers 
•   Sustainable action with strong social commitment 

Hospital

Nursing home

Homecare

Lifestyle beds

Furniture systems

Service
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Model Aparto Aparto brevo

General

Individually lockable castors ✓ ✓

Height-adjustable and slide-out overbed table O O

Division of cabinet body (from top to bottom)

A Drawer, open compartment, door O –

B Drawer, open compartment, large drawer O –

C Drawer, drawer, large drawer O –

D Open compartment, drawer, door O –

E Open compartment, drawer, large drawer O –

f brevo, 2 drawers – ✓

g Drawer, refrigerator (20-litre drawer*1 or 30-litre with door) O –

Overbed table variants 

Integrated, slide-out, non-tiltable overbed table
    – Max. load on overbed table, in kg:

O
20

O
20

Somero attachable tiltable overbed table 
    – Max. load on overbed table, in kg:

O
15

–
–

Features (optionally supplied ready integrated)

Soft close drawer O O

Plastic drawer insert (top drawer) O O

Key lock (for top drawer) O O

Multifunctional rail including reading lamp holder O O

Rail *2 O O

Hook, towel holder *3 O O

Bottle holder for rail *3 O O

Accessories

Document holder *4 O O

Waste bin with lid *4 O O

Bottle/glass holder *3 O O

Bottle holder for drawer O O

Multiple socket strip O O

Snap-on USB extension cable *3 O O

Model Lumano Combino Estrado Alcamo Conturo

General

Bedside cabinet accessible from both sides – – ✓ ✓ ✓

Castor locking ✓ – ✓ ✓ ✓

Unbraked castor – ✓ – – –

Overbed table O O ✓ ✓ ✓

Division of cabinet body (from top to bottom)

Drawer accessible from both sides with an open middle compartment  
and a door on both sides – – ✓ ✓ ✓

Drawer at the top with open middle compartment and large drawer  
at the bottom ✓ ✓ – – –

Two drawers and one large drawer at the bottom O O – – –

Top drawer with refrigerator (30-litre with door) O O O O O

Rounded top surface ✓ ✓ – ✓ –

Slide-out table ✓ ✓ – – –

Overbed table variants 

Conturo integrated tiltable overbed table – – – – ✓

Estrado/Alcamo integrated tiltable overbed table – – ✓ ✓ –

Combino adaptable tiltable overbed table – O – – –

Somero adaptable tiltable overbed table O – – – –

Max. load on overbed table, in kg 15 15 15 15 15

Features (supplied ready integrated)

Soft close drawer O O – – –

Plastic drawer insert O O O O O

Combination lock for drawer O O O O O

Multifunctional rail including reading lamp holder O ✓ O – –

Rail O O O O O

Hook, towel holder *3 O O O O O

Bottle holder for rail *3 O O O O O

Accessories

Document holder *4 O O O – O

Waste bin with lid *4 O O O – O

Bottle/glass holder *3 O O O O O

Bottle holder for drawer O O – – –

Snap-on USB extension cable *3 O O O O O

Equipment and options 

✓ = standard feature     
O = available as an option     
– = not available

✓ = standard feature     
O = available as an option     
– = not available

*1 only in combination with integrated overbed table
*2 only in combination with rounded top surface and slide-out tray 
*3 only in combination with rail 
*4 only in combination with multifunctional rail

*1 only in combination with integrated overbed table
*2 only in combination with rounded top surface and slide-out tray 
*3 only in combination with rail 
*4 only in combination with multifunctional rail



stiegelmeyer-group.com

Nederland / Netherlands 
Stiegelmeyer BV
Peppelenbos 7
6662 WB Elst
Phone  +31 (0) 345 581 - 881
info@stiegelmeyer.nl
www.stiegelmeyer.nl

France
Stiegelmeyer SAS
16 Avenue de l'Europe 
Bâtiment SXB1
67300 Schiltigheim
Phone  +33 (0) 4 7238 - 5336
contact@stiegelmeyer.fr
www.stiegelmeyer.fr

South Africa
Stiegelmeyer Africa (PTY) Ltd.
The Estuaries · Century City
Cape Town, 7441
Phone  +27 (0) 21 555 - 1415
Fax +27 (0) 21 555 - 0639
info.southafrica@stiegelmeyer.com
www.stiegelmeyer.co.za

Suomi / Finland 
Stiegelmeyer Oy
Ahjokatu 4 A
15800 Lahti
Phone  +358 (0) 3 7536 - 320
stiegelmeyer@stiegelmeyer.fi
www.stiegelmeyer.fi

Polska / Poland 
Stiegelmeyer Sp. z o.o.
86-212 Stolno
Grubno 63
Phone  +48 56 6771 - 400
Fax +48 56 6771 - 410
info.stolno@stiegelmeyer.pl
www.stiegelmeyer.pl

China 
Stiegelmeyer China Co. Ltd.
Poly Center, No. 8 South Wenhua Road
Dongping New Town, Shunde District
528300 Foshan
Phone +86 757 29878710 - 0
info@stiegelmeyer.cn
www.stiegelmeyer.cn

Deutschland / Germany
Stiegelmeyer GmbH & Co. KG
Ackerstraße 42
32051 Herford
Phone +49 (0) 5221 185 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 5221 185 - 100
info@stiegelmeyer.com
www.stiegelmeyer.com

Deutschland / Germany
Burmeier GmbH & Co. KG
Industriestraße 53 
32120 Hiddenhausen
Phone +49 (0) 5223 9769 - 0
Fax +49 (0) 5223 9769 - 090
info@burmeier.com
www.burmeier.com N
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